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1 Introduction 
Nonpa:rametric regression can be particularly useful in the binary regression problem 
Yi"' Bernoulli[p(ti)] i = 1· · ·n (1.1) 
where p( t) is a smooth function with square integrable pth derivative, and ti are fixed design 
points on [0, 1] depending on the sample size n, since scatterplots of the raw data and of 
regression residuals are often difficult to interpret for binary response. Several authors have 
noted the advantages of smoothing for diagnostics in logistic regression (Altman, 1992; Azzalini, 
Bowman and Hardie, 1989; Copas, 1983; Fienberg and Gong, 1984; Fowlkes, 1987). However, 
a selection criterion for the choice of bandwidth for this problem has not been previously 
studied, although one has been suggested (Azzalini, Bowman and Hardie, 1989; Hastie and 
Tibshirani, 1990, p.159). In this article we examine the use of cross-validation (CV) (Allen, 
1974; Geisser, 1975; Stone, 1974) and Mallows' CL (Mallows, 1973) for selecting bandwidths for 
the nonparametric binary regression problem, using kernel regression estimators. Consistency 
of the estimators and convergence of the selected bandwidth is shown under average squared 
error loss. 
Nonparametric regression techniques are frequently used for estimating a smooth mean 
function in the ordinary nonparametric regression problem 
(1.2) 
where p and ti are as in (1.1) and Ei are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random 
variables with mean zero and finite variance. For this problem linear smoothers such as kernel 
regression estimators, smoothing splines, and local polynomial smoothers are known to provide 
consistent estimators of the regression function (Stone, 1977; Wahba and Wold, 1975; Fan, 
1992). Good performance of these estimators depends critically on the choice of a smoothing 
parameter, which controls the variance versus bias trade-off of the estimator. 
Performance of a nonparametric regression estimator is generally assessed pointwise by 
squared error loss of the form, 
L(t,>.) = [ft.x(t)- p(t)]2, 
2 
where J.L( t) is the true regression function and P,;. ( t) is an estimator of the regression func-
tion depending on the smoothing parameter >.. Globally, average squared error (ASE) or its 
expectation (MASE) 
1 n 
ASE(>.) = - L L(ti, >.), 
n i=l 
MASE(>.) E[ASE(.\)], 
are often used, where ti are a selected set of points, generally the design points. 
In the ordinary nonparametric regression problem (1.2) a number of bandwidth selectors 
based on minimizing an estimate of squared prediction risk have been devised. These include 
1 CV and Mallows' CL and a number of similar estimates. Kernel regression estimators using 
the selected bandwidths have been shown to be consistent (Hardie and Marron, 1985; Li, 
1987; Wong, 1983), although the rate of convergence of the selected bandwidths to the truly 
optimal bandwidth is known to be slow (Hardie, Hall and Marron, 1988). Li (1985, 1986) 
studied the consistency properties of cross-validated and generalized cross-validated estimators 
for smoothing splines. "Plug-in" estimators, such as those suggested for nonparametric density 
estimation (Jones, Marron and Park, 1991) have also been developed (Gasser, Kneip and 
Kohler, 1991; Hermann, Gasser and Kneip, 1992). 
In this paper we consider tlw binary regression problem (1.1) using the kernel non parametric 
regression estimator: 
n 
fL;.(t) = Lh>.i(t)yi 
i=l 
where h;.i( t) can represent any of the kernel weights: 
• Priestley-Chao weights (Priestley and Chao, 1972; Benedetti, 1977) 
• Nadaraya-Watson weights (Nadaraya, 1964; Watson, 1964) 
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• Gasser-Muller weights (Gasser and Muller, 1979) 
with so = 0, Sn = 1 and Si 
where K(t) is a kernel function with properties described below. 
We will most often need the kernel weights at the design points. For convenience of notation, 
we define h>.ij = h;.1(ti), with corresponding hat matrix H(>.) = [h>.ij]· 
Then 
nASE(>.) =II H(>.)y- 11- 11 2 
and 
nM ASE(>.) = nE[ASE(>.)] = trL.H(>.)H(>.)'+ II H(>.)p- ft 11 2 
where I" denotes the vector fti = p(ti), L. is the diagonal matrix L.ii = a2(ti) = J-t(ti)[l- p(ti)] 
and II x 11 2 = x'x. 
The usual assumptions about the kernel and regression functions used in the ordinary 
nonparametric regression problem will also be made here. 
We will require the following condition on the spacing of the design points: 
A) lti- ti-l-~~= o(k)· 
This is required to assure the consistency of the kernel estimator for a deterministic sequence 
of bandwidths. 
K is called a kernel of order p if the first p- 1 moments of]( are 0 and the pth moment 
is not zero. Define 
The kernel is assumed to have the following properties: 
B) K is symmetric with support on the interval(-!,!). 
C) K is Lipschitz continuous of order a> 0. 
The finite index set Ln, containing the >.'swill be assumed to have the following properties: 
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D) Ln C (An-2P+ 1 ,Bn- 2P+ 1 ) where A and Bare positive constants and pis the order of 
the kernel K. 
E) The cardinality of Ln is O(nm-2p/(1+2P)), where m;:::: 2. 
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The foYowing conditions for n sufficiently large are required on the smoother matrix H(>.): 
F) lh-\iil ~ Cf(n>.). 
G) ~()..),the largest eigenvalue of H(>.)H'()..) is bounded. 
Finally, we require a smoothness condition on the regression function: 
H) 11( t) has a square integrable pth derivative. 
Of course, since J.L( t) is a probability for each t, 0 ~ 11( t) ~ 1. 
Remark: It should be noted that the kernel estimator is inadmissible if~()..) > 1 (Cohen, 
1966). Although Conditions F and G would appear to be guaranteed by conditions A through 
C, this is not always evident. Clearly lh-\iil < C /( n>.) for some C for the Gasser-Muller 
and Priestley-Chao weights; in fact, it can be shown that the Gasser-Muller weights· satisfy 
lh-Xid < C fn. This fact implies that c-1 H(>.)H'(>.) is substochastic for Gasser-Muller weights 
with positive (p = 2) kernels. Lemma 1 and Corollary 2 in the Appendix show the boundedness 
of the largest eigenvalue in this case. TheN adaraya-Watson weights can also be shown to satisfy 
lh-Xijl < C fn provided that nl-a /).. ~ 0 for n sufficiently large or equivalently a > 2i!1 ; in this 
case, condition G would also be satisfied for positive kernels. Conditions on the kernel function 
to yield condition G for Priestley-Chao weights are in general unknown. 
Although here we restrict our discussion to nonparametric kernel regression, we conjecture 
that the consistency results on the choice of smoothing parameter remain true for many other 
linear smoothers, such as smoothing splines, local polynomial smoothers, or the many methods 
considered by Buja, Hastie and Tibshirani (1989). 
In Section 2 we consider the consistency of CV and C L for binary regression using adapta-
tions of results for ordinary non parametric regression. The methods of proof for convergence of 
ASE(>.) were suggested by the results ofLi (1987). The methods ofprooffor convergence of the 
selected bandwidth were suggested by the results of Hardie, Hall and Marron (1988) referred 
to as HHM88. A central limit theorem for degenerate U-statistics based on independent but 
not necessary identically distributed random variables (analogous to that of Hall, 1984, in the 
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i.i.d. case) is essential and such a theorem is proved here. Section 3 is an example. Section 4 
gives simulation results related to the example. 
Section 5 is a discussion of some methods which we find to be less satisfactory for bandwidth 
1 
selection fcjr heuristic reasons. These include weighted least squares where the weights depend 
on estimates of the variance function, and the "cross-validated likelihood" method of Hastie 
and Tibshirani (1990, p. 159) and Azzalini, Bowman and Hardie (1989). 
2 Asymptotic Optimality of CV and CL 
We consider two bandwidth selection criteria based on ASE(.X) and show that these lead to 
asymptotically optimal estimators of the regression function. The proofs in this section were 
inspired by Li (1989) and equation numbers of the form La.b refer to equation a.b in that 
paper. 
Mallow's CL selects a bandwidth .XcL which minimizes 
(2.1) 
where aX(ti) = jL-\(ti)[1- jL,\(ti)]. The CV criterion selects a bandwidth .Xcv which minimizes 
(2.2) 
where fL):i( ti) is the kernel regression estimator of JL( ti) for the data set including all of the 
data except Yi· We will show that 
. ASE(.Xc) .!: 1 
mzn-'ELnASE(.X) (2.3) 
where .Xc is the bandwidth selected by one of the criteria, and that letting Aopt = min,\eLnAS E(.X) 
or Aopt = min,\ELnM ASE(.X), 
(2.4) 
where the value of 0'; depends on which criterion is being optimized. 
Proof of (2.3) follows by showing first the uniform convergence of loss to risk. For this, 
assumptions D and E concerning the discrete index set Ln of bandwidths play a fundamental 
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role. These assumptions are not too restrictive. We find that the pointwise asymptotic bias of 
the kernel estimator is the same as in the continuous case (Gasser and Muller, 1979): 
(2.5) 
and the pointwise asymptotic variance is 
(2.6) 
where SK andNK are defined in assumption C. Therefore any sequence of bandwidths that 
leads to consistent estimators must satisfy Assumption D. Assumptions D and E also ensure 
that form~ 2, n-m LA.eLn M ASE(>.)-m--+ 0 which is a key fact in the proofs. The Lipschitz 
continuity of M ASE(>.) as a function of>. ensures that the results extend to the entire interval 
1 1 (An-2pH ,cn-2p+l ). 
We obtain the following convergence result (proof is in the Appendix): 
L 2. I ASE(.\) 11 p 0 emma . sup.\ELn MASE(.\) - --+ as n--+ oo. 
Once Lemma 2 is established, we need only show that: 
ASE(>.c)- minA.M ASE(>.).!: O. 
minA.MASE(>.) 
Theorem 1 Mallow's CL is asymptotically optimal. 
Proof: In matrix notation nCL(>.) =II y- H(>.)y 11 2 +2tr'EA.H(>.) where 'E.\ is the diagonal 
matrix with i;A.ii = ax(ti) andy is the vector (Yt · · ·yn)'. 
n[CL(>.)- ASE(>.)] = II Y- J.t 11 2 +2(y- J.t)'[J.t- H(>.)J.t] 
+2trL:H(>.)- 2(y- J.t)'H(>.)(y- J.t)- 2tr(I:- i;A.)H(>.). 
Note that II y- J.t 11 2 does not depend on >., and so is not important for minimization. The 
required result will follow if we can show that: 
(y- J.t)'[J.t- H(>.)~-t] P 0 
sup --+ , 
A.ELn nM ASE(>.) (2.7) 
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tr'EH(>.)- (y- J.t)' H(>.)(y- J.t) p 
~:fn nM ASE(>.) -+ O, (2.8) 
and 
tr("£- 't>.)H(>.) p 
sup MASE -+ O. 
>.eLn n 
(2.9) 
Throughout, D will denote a generic constant whose value will change with context. 
Since the moments of a Bernoulli random variable are bounded by 1, (2.7) follows by 
Whittle's inequality for sums (Whittle, 1960) and Chebyshev's inequality, just as 12.2. 
By Whittle's inequality for quadratic forms (Whittle, 1960) 
where by Holder's Inequality, 
because Yi is Bernoulli. So (2.8) follows by Chebyshev's inequality as in 12.3. 
Finally, for n sufficiently large, 
So 
la~(t)- u 2(t)l < lt1>.(t)- J.t(t)l + 111>-(t) + J.t(t)llt1>-(t)- J.t(t)l 
< 4IJ1>.(t)- J.t(t)l. 
p (tr("£- 'E>.)H(>.) ~) < 
nMASE > 
p (4 L:i=l h>.iilJL,\( ti) - J.t( ti)l > ~) 
nMASE 
< 42mE(L:i=llh>.iiliJ1(ti) -Jl(ii)l)2m 
~2mn2mMASE(>.)2m 
By condition F, lh>.iil ~ £ so 
E (t, lh,;;IIP(t;)- p(t;)lr < c~r [t, lit(t;)- p(t;)lf 
< (~) 2m nmMASE(>.)m ,• 
and the desired result follows. 
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2.2 cv 
The proof of asymptotic optimality rests on the fact that for large n, the difference between 
[l>..(ti) and 'p,-;i(ti) is small. Define [1-; to be the vector with ith element p,-;i(ti), and define 
K(A) to be the matrix such that K(A)y = p,-;. 
Theorem 2 If K(A) is such that 1/J(A) the largest eigenvalue of K(A)K'(A) is bounded, then 
CV(A) is asymptotically optimal. 
Proof: Let nASE(A) =II J.t- K(A)y 11 2 and MASE(A) = E[ASE(A)]. Just as in Lemma 2, we 
,can readily show that 
I 
ASE(A) 11 p 0 sup - ---+ 
>..ELn M ASE(A) (2.10) 
Note that as the diagonal elements of K(A) are all zero, tr'EK(A) = 0. Following the st'eps of 
Theorem 1 we find that 
n[CV(A)- ASE(A)] =II y- J.tll 2 +2(y- J.t)'(J.t- K(A)J.l) + 2tr'EK(A)- 2(y- J.t)'K(A)(y- J.t) 
- p 
and that sup>..ELJ(y-J.t)'(J.t-K( A)J.t)]/nM AS E( A) -+ 0 and sup>..ELn[tr'EK( A)-(y- J.l )' K( A )(y-
- p J.t)]/nM ASE(A)---+ 0. 
The proof is therefore complete if we can show that for any sequence {An} with An E Ln 
.MASE(An) ---+ 1 
MASE(An) . (2.11) 
The proof of (2.11) is in the Appendix. 
Remark: It is well-known ( c.f. Milnor, 1963) that if corresponding entries of two symmetric 
matrices (n x n) differ by at most f then their corresponding eigenvalues differ by at most 
nE. When a positive kernel is used, this implies, for instance, in the case of the Gasser-Muller 
weights and in the case of the Nadaraya-Watson weights satisfying a> 2i;1 , that since h>..ij is 
bounded by C jn and the largest eigenvalue of H(A)H'(A) is bounded, that the largest eigenvalue 
of K(A)K'(A) is also bounded, since the corresponding entries of H(A)H'(A) and K(A)K'(A) 
differ by at most C / n. 
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2.3 Convergence of the Selected Bandwidth 
HHM88 addressed the problem of smoothing parameter selection for the nonparametric curve 
estimators itt the ordinary nonparametric regression problem (1.2). They proved a central limit 
theorem which quantifies a convergence rate of a class of automatically selected bandwidths to 
the "optimal bandwidth", that is, the minimizer of the ASE(>.) or M ASE(>.). Here we sketch 
the reasons why an analogous result holds for binary regression. 
As remarked by HHM88 most bandwidth selectors are based on the minimization of some 
function of the residual sum of squares 
Here we have considered CV(>.) and CL(>.). As shown in the appendix of HHM88, 
CV ( >.) 2 T ( 1 ) 
RSS(>.) = 1 + n>.Il(O)+O n2).2 . .(2.12) 
A similar argument holds for CL(>.). A much larger list of bandwidth selectors satisfying 
(2.12) is given in HHM88. Essentially, we are interested in showing that a bandwidth selector 
>.c minimizing a selection criterion C(>.) which satisfies (2.12) converges to AASE the bandwidth 
minimizing ASE(>.) and AMASE the bandwidth minimizing MASE(>.). 
Similar to the result of HHM88 for the continuous case, we have the following results for 
binary regression: 
Theorem 3 Under assumptions A- G, when the kernel has order p = 2 and Holder continous 
second derivative on its support, and the regression function 11( t) has a uniformly continuous 
integrable second derivative then: 
and also 
n3110(>.c- >.AsE) .£ N(O, o"i) 
n[ASE(>.c)- ASE(>.AsE)] _£ D1xi 
n3110(>.MASE- >.AsE) _£. N(O, o-i) 
n(ASE(>.MASE)- ASE(>.AsE)) _£. D2xi 
where Di and a-[ are defined as part of the proof in the Appendix. 
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3 Analysis of the Periparturient Recumbent Cows Data 
Clark et al (1987) collected a set of biochemical and haematological measures on diary cows 
suffering from periparturient recumbency, a common problem often leading to death or eu-
thanasia. The purpose of the study was to evaluate these measures as predictors of recovery. 
For the purposes of this analysis, 110 cows were classified as either recovered or not recov-
ered. (Cows that did not recover died, either from the condition or from euthanasia by the 
farmer or veterinarian due to poor prognosis). Although a number of measures were collected, 
the focus here is on a single variable, serum urea. In cattle, increased serum urea may be due to 
,a number of causes such as shock, increased protein catabolism and/or kidney damage. Both 
high and low values are considered indicators of poor health. 
Figure 1 shows the raw data and fits for Nadaraya-Watson and Gasser-Muller kernel esti-
mators using quadratic weights and bandwidths selected by either CV or CL. The raw data, 
indicated by asterisks on the plot, are the percentage of cows recovering at each value of serum 
urea. Due to round-off, as many as 3 cows were measured at some levelsof urea, but most levels 
had only 1 animal, leading to proportions of 0, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3 or 1. 
CV selected a bandwidth of .51 for the Gasser-Muller kernel, and .11 for the Nadaraya-
Watson kernel, leading to undersmoothing of the latter. (See Altman, 1992 for an assessment 
of the fit of the smooth using the method of Azzalini, Bowman and Hardie, 1989.) Conversely, 
CL undersmoothed using the Gasser-Muller kernel (.X= .19) and produced a smoother fit with 
the Nadaraya-Watson kernel (.X= .52). 
These results indicate that the sample sizes required for automatic bandwidth selection in 
binary regression are somewhat larger than those needed for continuous data. A simulation 
study which explores this idea in more detail is discussed in Section 4. 
4 Simulations 
In order to understand the results of the peri parturient recumbent cows example, we undertook 
a small simulation study. Design points were simulated from the mixture of normals 
.25N(1.4, 0.4) + .60N(2.2, 0.4) + .15N(3.0, 0.2) 
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truncated to the interval [0. 7 ,3.4]. This mixture approximates a. kernel density estimate of the 
design points for the data set. The average curve was defined by 
p(t) = 19.1- 57.1t + 63.0t2 - 31.9t3 + 7.6t4 - 0.69t5 
which is the 5th degree polynomial fit to the periparturient recumbent cows data slightly 
adjusted to ensure positivity on the region of definition. Figure 2 shows p(t) and the fit of 
the Gasser~Muller kernel with ). = .51. 100 Bernoulli response "curves" were generated for 
sample sizes of 100, 500 and 1000 design points. To reduce computation time, design points 
were generated just once for each sample size. 
N a.da.raya-Watson and Gasser-Muller kernel regression estimators were fitted to each gen-
erated curve, using quadratic kernels. Bandwidths for each curve were selected using one of 
three criteria.: average squared error, cv and c£. 
Figure 3 shows the difference between the logarithms of the selected and optimal bandwidths 
for each combination of kernel and selector for samples sizes of 100, 500 and 1000. As the 
sample size increases, the distribution of differences slowly becomes less spread out, although 
there is considerable variability even at n = 1000. There is no marked trend towards over or 
undersmoothing nor to either selector dominating. 
Figure 4 shows the ratio ASE(>.c)/min>.ASE(>.) for each combination of kernel and selector 
for the same realizations depicted in Figuni2. The relative ASE does approach 1 as the sample 
size increases, but convergence is slow. There is considerable variability even at n = 1000. 
5 Other Methods of Bandwidth Selection 
Because the variance of Yi depends on its mean in the binary regression problem, an average 
weighted squared error criterion of the form 
(5.1) 
with weights depending on the local variance may be preferable to the use of ASE(>.) for band-
width selection. Although we favor this idea on philosophical grounds, for reasons discussed 
below, we were unable to find an appropriate way to determine the weights. 
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For Bernoulli data, a 2( t) = 0 whenever JL( t) is 0 or 1. Equation (2.5) shows that, if there 
is curvature at such points, the asymptotic bias of the regression estimator is non-zero. Hence 
for general 'Ipean functions JL(t), the asymptotic weighted mean squared error would blow up 
• 
where local extrema reach 0 or 1, if the weights are chosen to be inversely proportional to the 
variance. 
However, even if the mean function is in some region 0 < 61 '$ J.L(t) $ 62 < 1 the use of 
weighted least squares is problematic, due to the need to estimate the weights from the data. 
The appropriate adjustments to CV and CL for the weights are 
and 
1 n 2 n 
WCL(.-\) = - 2:[Yi- ,1,x(ti)]2w(ti) +-E h,xiiu~w(ti) 
n i=1 n i=1 
respectively, which are estimators of 
To understand the problem, note that by (2.5) and (2.6), p,x(ti) = p(ti)+( -1)P*SKJ.L(P)(ti)+ 
Op((n.-\)-112) + op(.-\P) and therefore 
u~(t) = u2(t) [1 + ( -1)P;\~ ~K( )J.L(P)(t)(1- 2JL(t)) + 1 - 2~0p(1) + Op(.-\P)]. (5.2) p. u t u2( t) n.-\ 
We would like to use w(ti) = 1/u2(ti), but instead use w(ti) = 1/ut(ti) We then find that 
E{[yi-P,x(ti)]2w(ti)} = E{[yi-P,x(ti)]2w(ti)} 
+[y~- J.L(ti)F {< -1)P;\P SK J.L(P\t)[1- 2J.L(t)] + 0 (1/v'nX)} 
' p! a2(t) P 
+op(.-\P). 
The second term in this expansion is larger than MW AS E ( ;\) which is 0 ( ;\ 2P) + 0 ( 1/ n.-\). The 
approximations in WCL(.-\) and WCV(.-\) do not correct for this error term. We have been 
unable to find a method of estimating weights that does not suffer from this problem. 
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The bandwidth selection methods explored in this paper have been based on quadratic loss. 
In analogy with maximum likelihood methods in parametric problems, the use of modified 
maximum likelihood has been suggested for bandwidth selection (Azzalini, Bowman and Hardie, 
. 
1989; Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990, p.159). The bandwidth is selected to minimize the leave-
one-out estimator of the log-likelihood: 
M L(.X) = ~ t log(fL:\i(ti)Yi[1- JL:\i(ti)jl-Yi) 
n i=l 
where fL:\i(ti) is defined following (2, Section 2). 
TheM L(.X) criterion was first proposed by Habbema, Hermans and Van den Broek (1974) 
'and Duin (1976) on heuristic grounds for bandwidth selection for nonparametric density esti-
mation. Bowman (1980, 1984) showed that for density estimation M L(>.) is a cross-validation 
criterion based on K ullback-Leibler loss for discrete density estimation problems and can be 
viewed in that context for continuous density estimation problems. However, Schuster and 
Gregory (1981) showed that ML(>.) is not asymptotically optimal for density estimation of 
continuous distributions with long tails. 
Using the argument of Bowman (1984), it is easy to derive a loss function for binary 
regression for which M L(.X) is a leave-one-out estimator. Tllis has the form: 
n n 
nL(J-L, JL>.) = L J-L>.(ti)log[J-L(ti)/ JL>.(ti)] + 2)1- J-l>.(ti))log[(1- p(ti))/(1- JL>.(ti))] 
i=l i=l 
which is clearly not Kullback-Leibler loss. There do not appear to be any compelling reasons 
to consider this as an appropriate loss function for this problem. 
6 Appendix 
An n x n square matrix P = [Pij] is said to be substochastic if it consists of non-negative 
elements satisfying LJ=l Pij = Pi. :S 1. 
Lemma 1 : For any vector x, if P is substochastic then IIPxW ::; llxll 2 . 
Proof: 
n n 
I": I LPijXjl 2 
i=l j=l 
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n n 
= LP~.I E Pi.j Xjl 2 
i==l j::l p,, 
n n 
, 
< LP~. L: Pi! lxil 2 by convexity ,) 
i::l j::l p,, 
n n 
:::; L: L:Piilxil2 
i::I j::l 
n 
< L:1xil 2 • 
i::I 
In particular, we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 1: If P is substochastic and symmetric, then the largest eigenvalue is bounded by 
I 
1. 
Lemma 2 
I ASE(.X) I p ~:fn MASE(.X) - 1 ~ o. 
Proof: 
n[ASE(.X)- M ASE(.X)] = 2(J.L- H(.X)J.L)'H(.X)(y- J.L)+ II H(.X)(y- J.L) 11 2 -tr"£H(.X)H(.X)' 
By Whittle's Inequality for sums, 
so 
E {[(y- J.L)'H(.X)'(J.L- H(.X)J.L)] 2m} < D II H(.X)'(J.L- H(.X)J.L) 11 2m 
< D~(.\)m II J.L- H(A)J1112m 
< D~(.X)mnmMASE(.X)m, 
(y- J.L)'H(.X)'(J.L- H(.X)J.L) p O :nn nMASE(.X) ~ . 
By Whittle's Inequality for quadratic forms and the proof of (2.9), 
E jtr"£H(.X)H(.X)'- (y- p)' H(.X)'H(.X)(y- J.L)j 2m < D(tr"£H(A)H(.X)'H(.X)H(.X)'"£)m 
< [lec.x)rntrH(A)H(.X)"£ 
< [le(.X)]mDnm M ASE(.X)m, 
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so 
tr~H(>.)H(>.)'- (y- J.L)'H(>.)'H(>.)(y- J.L) p ~:fn nM ASE(>.) ---. O. 
Proof of (2.11): For any sequence {An} with An E Ln 
MAsE(>-n) __. 1 
MASE(>-n) . 
Proof proceeds separately for the Priestley-Chao, Nadaraya-Watson and Gasser-Muller weights. 
,Nadaraya-Watson Weights: 
so: 
Therefore: 
I
MAsE(>.)- MASE(>.)I 
MASE(>.) 
= 
nM ASE(>.) + l:f=1 u2 (ti)(h~ii- 2h>.ii)- nM ASE(>.) + (2h>.ii- h~ii)nM ASE 
(1- h>.ii)2nM ASE(>.) 
< 2nMASE(>.)(2ih>.iil + h~ii) 
(1- h>.ii)2nM ASE(>.) 
4B ( 1) 
< n>. + 0 n>. · 
Gasser-Muller Weights: 
so: 
nMASE(>.) = nMASE(>.) 
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i=1 
n 
+2 L h.\iiE[Yi-1- Yillit.\(ti)- J-t(ti)]. 
i=1 
Now IYi-1 - Yil :5 1 so 
n L E(Yi-1- Yi) 2hti < 
i=1 
= o(nMASE(.X)). 
By condition F and since the bias of jt.\(ti) is of the order of .XP, 
n L h.\iiE[Yi-1- Yillit.\(ti)- J-t(ti)] 
i=1 
Priestley-Chao Weights 
B n 
< n.X ~ IE[jt.\(ti)- J-t(ti)]l 
oc.xv-1 ) 
o(nMASE(.X)). 
Proof of the result is similar to the proof for the Gasser-Muller weights and is left to reader. 
Proof of Theorem 3: 
Here the method of proof follows that in HHM88. The sequence of steps outlined in the 
Appendix there is meticulously followed here with the appropriate changes for binary regression. 
For the sake of completeness, the two main differences are given below. The first lemma 
they used is listed here and a proof is provided which differs slightly from theirs in order to 
accommodate Bernoulli random variables instead of mean zero i.i.d. errors. It is also necessary 
to develop a central limit theorem for degenerate U-statistics based on independent but not 
necessarily identically distributed random variables. Theorem 4 given below states the needed 
result, and an outline of its proof is provided. The proofs of the remaining results follow 
analogously to HHM88, and are omitted here. 
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As the constants in our Theorem 3 differ from those in HHM88 we give them first. 
Let 
and 
C1 = 2C03 Nk j 0"2 + 3C5S~ (! (/'?). 
Now letting (*) denote convolution, define 
The constants in Theorem 3 can now be defined as 
(J2 
1 
c-2 2 
1 (J2' 
(J2 
2 
c-2 2 1 0"3, 
2 
D1 
c (J1 
= 1-2 
D2 
(J2 
c1 ;. 
As in HHM88, the following two expansions play an important role in the proofs. 
ASE'(>.AsE) 0 
M ASE'(>.AsE) + D.'(>.AsE) 
(>.AsE- AMAsE)M ASE(>.*) + D.'(>.AsE) (6.1) 
where the prime(') denotes derivative,).* is between AASE and AMASE and D.(>.)= ASE(>.)-
MASE(>.). 
C(>.)= [ASE(>.)+a 2 +o1(>.)] [1+ n2>.K(O)+Op(n-2>.-2 )] 
where na2 = L:i=dYi- JL(ti)F and n81(>.) = 2 I:i=1[ft;.(ti)- JL(ti)J[~t(ti)- yi]. 
Lemma 3 (HHM88 Lemma 1): 
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(6.2) 
For m = 1, 2 · · · there is a constant D 3 such that 
(6.3) 
and .' 
I ( ).1/2 ) 12m SUP>.eLnE n-1)..-1 + ).4 6H)t.) ~ D3. (6.4) 
Furthermore, there is an T/1 > 0 and a constant D 4 such that 
[( ).1/2 ) ]2m ()t.-)t.)'llm E n-1)..-1 + ).4 (~'()..)- ~'(Ao)) ~ D4 >. 0 (6.5) 
and 
[( )t..l/2 ) ]2m E n-1)..-1 + ).4 cH>.)- 6H.Xo) ' (6.6) 
whenever ).., Ao E Ln with >. ~ Ao and I >.);>.0 I ~ 1. 
Proof: 
It should be noted that ~1()..) =-~~'()..)can be expanded into 
~1()..) = ~n(A)- ~t2()t.) + ~21(>.)- ~22(A) + ~3t(A)- ~32()..) 
where 
~n(A) = n-2 f,.; [~f. :2 J( c· ~ t;) l( c· ~ t;) l (y;- !'( t;)][y;- p(t;)]. 
= n-2 E [~f. :2 c· ~ t;) J( c· ~ t,) [(' c· ; t;) + c· ~ t,) J( c· ~ t;) [(' c· ~ t,)] 
X [Yi- J.L(ti)] [Yj- J.L(tj)]. 
= ~ t[~ t ~J( (tk- ti) (~ t !J( (tk- tj) f.l(tj)- J.L(tk)) -
n i=1 n k=1 ).. ).. n j=1 ).. ).. ( ~ t, }Kt• ~ t;) I'( t;)- !'(t•)) ][y;- p(t;)]. 
1~[1~1 ''(tk-ti)(1~1 '(tk-tj) () ( ))[ ( )]] 
= n ~ n  xA -)..- n ~xi). -)..- f.l tj - Jl tk Yi- Jl ti . 
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In order to prove (6.5), for example, it suffices to consider each of the above six terms 
separately. By standard arguments involving the compactness of the support of K we have 
that 
The result now follows by taking expectations of each term separately and applying Theorem 
2 of Whittle (1960). 
The proofs of the other inequalities are similar. 
Hall (1984) used martingale theory to obtain a central limit theorem for degenerate U-
Statistics with variable kernels and applied it to derive central limit theorems for the integrated 
square error of multivariate non-parametric density estimators. This limit theorem was also 
essential for the results in Hall and Marron (1987) and in HHM88. Here, we use a version 
of a central limit theorem due to Hoeffding (1948) for U-Statistics based on independent but 
not necessarily identically distributed random variables to derive an analogous result useful in 
binary regression. 
Theorem 4 Let 
n 
Un = L Hn(1~, Yj), 
i,j=l 
where Hn is a symmetric function and Y11 ... , Yn are independent non-identically distributed 
random variables (or vectors) and H satisfies for each i i= j, 1 :::; i, j :::; n: 
1. E[Hn(~, lj)] = 0 and E[Hn(~, Yj) 11~] = 0 a.e.; 
2. and if bn = max1~i,j~n E[H~(~, lj)] then supn(bn) < oo. 
20 
Now let 
(6.7) 
, 
and for eacli i = 1, ... , n let 
n 
Xn,i = EHn(Yi, Yj) 
i=1 
and 
Gn,i(x, y) = E[Hn(Yi, x)Hn(Yi, y)]. 
Now if 
{ttE(G~,i(Yi,Yj))+ tE(X~,i)} I ff 4(Un) ~ 0 
t=1J=l t=2 
(6.8) 
then Un is asymptotically normally distributed with mean 0 and variance given by q 2(Un)· 
Proof. It follows from Hoeffding (1948. p. 300) that q2(Un) is given by equation (6.7). A 
straightforward application ofBrown's martingale central limit theorem (Brown 1971; Hall and 
Heyde 1980) as used by Hall (1984) in the case of i.i.d. random variables yields the result. 
More explicitly, let 
n 
VnJ = E[X~II Yi, ... ' Yi-1] and v; = E Vnl· 
1=2 
Clearly, 
i-1 i-1 n 
Vni = E L: Gn(Yj, Yk) = 2 E L: Gn(Yj, Yk) + E Gn(Yj, Yj). 
j=1 k=l 1$i<k$n i=l 
Now E[Gn(Yj, Yk)Gn(Yp, Yr)] = 0 unless j = k = p = .r or j = k =I p = r or j = p and k = r. 
Thus, if l ~ m 
1-1 m-1 
E( VniVnm) = 4 L: E[G~(Yj, Yk)] + L: E E[Gn(Xj, Xj)]E[Gn(Xp, Xp)] 
1$i<k$n j=l p=l 
m 
+ 2: varGn(Xn Xr)· 
r=1 
Clearly, if s! = q 2(Un), condition (6.8) implies that 
~ E(v; - s~? ~ o. 
sn 
(6.9) 
21 
Also, 
i-1 
E(x;,d = :L E[H;(Y;, Yj)] 
j=I 
and 
n i-1 
u2(Un) = s; = LLE[H;(Yi, Yj)] 
i=2 j=I 
and 
i-1 i-1 
E[X~,i] = L E[H~(Y;, Yj)] + 3 L E[H;(Y;, }j )H;(Y;, Yk)] 
j=1 j,k=l 
j# 
Hence it follows from condition (6.8) that 
(6.10) 
Now conditions (6.9) and (6.10) suffice for the martingale central limit theorem of Brown (1971) 
to hold ( cf. Hall and Heyde (1980), Hall (1984)). 
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a function of log( serum urea), with bandwidth selected by CV and CL. The dots denote 
the raw data. 
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